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1.Overview

Neopsis GmbH extends the wide range of drivers available for all  NiagaraAX based devices. The 
Neopsis  C-Bus  Connectivity  Kit  is  the  solution  for  all  Tridium partners  looking  to  integrate  the 
Honeywell Excel controllers with other standard building automation protocols. The Excel IRC can be 
made available via the Excel 5000 controllers (e.g. XL500, XL100 and XL800) by generating remote 
points in these controllers.

The driver links to the C-Bus via the Intelligent External Converter (IEC). The driver runs on all 
Tridium stations such as Jace, SoftJace or Supervisor and perfectly integrates into the NiagaraAX 
Workbench.  Seamless  integration  into  the  framework,  device  and  point  discovery  and  alarm 
integration lower the engineering costs, minimize the learning curve and provide an efficient way to 
integrate the C-Bus with other protocols supported by NiagaraAX.

1.1 What's in this manual

This manual includes the extensive description of the hardware and software components of the 
Neopsis Connectivity Kit. The installation instructions describe in details all the necessary steps for 
the successful integration of the CBUS driver components with the Tridium Niagara Framework.
Additional information and configuration steps for the firmware maintenance allow the end user to 
comply with the lifecycle management of the hardware.
The document contains some useful information for the advanced users regarding the CBUS protocol 
troubleshooting and the general bus traffic management.



2. IEC - Intelligent External Converter

2.1 Hardware Description

The IEC is a microprocessor-based device used for the physical connection to the C-Bus. There are 
serial and TCP/IP versions of the IEC. 
The Intelligent External Converter (IEC) device handles all C-Bus events and provides a change of 
value (COV) notification service for the Niagara driver. The COV notification guarantees very short 
response times.
The IEC is available as a DIN rail mounted box or as Jace option card. Both converters have same 
functionality and use same Niagara AX driver.
The IEC is manufactured by the Czech company KZK Ltd. (www.softyon.com).

Fig. 2.1.1 Intelligent External Converter

Fig. 2.1.2 JACE Option Card

http://www.softyon.com/


2.2 Software Description

Due to the nature of the Honeywell CBUS protocol that is based on the master/slave token passing 
mechanism, where the timing and handshaking of the CBUS messages is extremely sensitive, the 
SoftYon  AX  driver  does  not  communicate  directly  with  the  C-Bus  devices.  Instead  it  uses  an 
important hardware component called Intelligent External Converter (IEC). This converter acts on 
the C-Bus as a standard XL5000 controller as it has its unique name and unique CBUS address. The 
converter maintains its  own database of  all  C-Bus data points  monitored by the AX driver  and 
maintains a cache for data and commands.
A single IEC can connect with up to 29 XL5000 controllers (IEC itself needs one C-Bus address) and 
can control up to 3000 data points regardless of the CBUS speed.
Based on its unique architecture, the driver allows to connect multiple IECs to one C-Bus where each 
IEC maintains unique set of data points. The real capacity depends on the Niagara station resources 
and application characteristics. 
Because all the protocol resources are managed by IEC, this allows to eliminate the internal heap 
resources of the Niagara AX Framework to poll the data, which creates a free capacity for either 
JACE or SoftJACE to execute another important subsystems like graphics, alarm notifications and the 
implementation  of  many  additional  drivers  (BACNET,  LON,  etc)  without  jeopardizing  the  actual 
performance of the Niagara AX Framework.

The hardware architecture is shown in Fig.2.2.1. 

Fig. 2.2.1 Basic hardware architecture

The IEC communicates with the Niagara AX station either over a serial link (RS232/RS485) or a 
TCP/IP connection. The communication protocol is proprietary. The driver translates this protocol and 
maps the IEC data structures and events into Niagara objects.



The basic concept of the data exchange is shown in Fig.2.2.2

Fig. 2.2.2 Concept of the data exchange

After  the  driver  startup  (Station  Start  or  Network  Enable),  the  IEC  is  initialized  and  the 
communication starts.
The driver then uploads all data point definitions from the AX Proxy points database to the IEC [1] 
and the the IEC saves these point definitions within the internal memory and checks if the points are 
really defined in the C-Bus devices. This is a onetime operation. 
Typically, only value changes (CoV- change of value) are reported from the C-Bus devices to the IEC. 
To activate the change of value mechanism, the driver sends a request to the IEC to put the selected 
points into the CoV mode. Because the CoV mode can be cancelled by another master (XBS, EBI) on 
the bus, this request is periodically repeated with a period defined in the point proxy extension 
property "PollFrequency" [2] . This command is called InRefresh. When the CoV mode is activated, 
point value changes [3a] are sent to the IEC [3b], where the values are saved in a buffer.
The key component of the driver - the monitor - polls for IEC changes with high frequency, typically 
1-2 seconds [3c] and imports the changes into the Niagara Framework.

CBUS

2 refresh

1 upload

2 refresh

Poll Frequency

3b           

3a COV generated           

3c Poll for change of value



2.3 Configuration

2.3.1 IEC Installation (Mounting, Wiring, Power Supply)

To connect the C-Bus and the Jace, the wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 2.3.1.1 For the serial link 
connectivity there are either RS-232 or RS485 ports available. For Ethernet based connection, the 
standard RJ-45 port is available.
IEC must be powered by a 24V AC or DC power source. DC polarity is not critical. 

Important note: Do not apply 24V power until all other wiring is completed.

Fig. 2.3.1.1 IEC wiring diagram

2.3.2 Ethernet IEC

IEC Ethernet version is based on the Lantronix Cobox technology. IEC is using a factory default 
settings,  with the ip address configured as 192.168.1.XXX / 24. It is running a built in web server, 
so a standard browser can be used to set up the IEC configuration.

Note: In order to connect the PC to the IEC, the actual ip address can be determined by any ip 
scanner (ex. Colasoft MAC Scanner) 

Instructions to configure or modify the parameters of IEC:

A. Connect to the IEC by using a standard browser with the JAVA support enabled. Use the following 
login credentials : admin/4444

B. Based on the following screenshot, verify the Network configuration



C. Modify the default password for the enhanced security and verify the Advanced parameters. Do 
not change any Advanced parameters without the consultation with the Solmatic Technical Support



D. Verify and do not change any parameters in the Hostlist menu.

E. Verify and do not change any parameters in the Channel 1 Serial Settings menu



F. Verify and do not change any parameters in the Channel 1 Connection menu (2 screenshots)



G. Verify and do not change any parameters in the Channel 2 Serial Settings menu

H. Verify and do not change any parameters in the Channel 2 Serial Connection menu.

I . To make these settings persistent, the button Apply Setting must be used.



3. Niagara AX CBUS Driver

3.1 Driver Installation and configuration of the IEC

SoftYon  CBUS  AX  Driver  is  built  according  to  the  fundamental  guidelines  for  the  Niagara  AX 
Framework driver development. The driver supports all the devices running Niagara AX Framework, 
however Niagara AX Supervisor can only connect with the ethernet version of IEC.

For the historical reasons, based on the original IEC name, the driver is being identified as the 
SoftYon Driver.

JACE Commissioning Wizard or AX Software Manager should be used to install the softYonDriver 
modules to be used in the Niagara Station. 
Depending on the communication between the IEC and the JACE, install either softYonSerialDriver or 
softYonTcpDriver module. Insert the softYonDriver into your workbench palette as per the Fig. 3.1.1

Fig. 3.1.1 Niagara AX Framework – SoftYonDriver Palette structure

Depending on the type of communication between the IEC and the Niagara station choose one of the 
following procedures in order to set up the driver's network.

3.1.1 TCP Network

A. Double click the folder "Drivers" in the AX Station.

B.  Use  the  "New"  button  and  select  SoftYon  TCP  Network.  Choose  "1"  for  the  number  of  the 
networks to be added to the AX Station

C. Rename the network in the following prompt.



D. There will be a new network component created within the Drivers folder. By using right click on 
the network, use Views – Soft Yon IEC Manager for the following summary screen:

E. Modify the property  IP Address by using the format "hostname:port". Refer to the section 2.3.1 H 
for the EndPoint Configuration – Local Port [default value=10001]

F. Modify the property C-Bus Address based on the existing CBUS addressing scheme. Be aware that 
the incorrect CBUS address selection will result in the loss of communication between all the CBUS 
devices on the CBUS trunk.

G. Serial Number, Name and C-Bus Name are the optional properties used for the identification only.

H. Normal Rate parameter is used when the driver is configured for Polling. The following formula 
must be used:



Maximum Number of Simultaneously Subscribed Polling Points / (2 x S), where 

S = 1, for CBUS speed 9.6 kBd
S = 2, for CBUS speed 19.2 kBd
S = 4, for CBUS speed 38.4 kBd
S = 8, or CBUS speed 76.8 kBd

I. Do not change the value of the parameter Enable. Leave this parameter as "False" and press 
"Save" to save the settings.

3.1.2 Serial Network

A. Double click the folder "Drivers" in the AX Station.

B. Use the "New" button and select SoftYon Serial  Network. Choose "1" for  the number of the 
networks to be added to the AX Station

C. Rename the network in the following prompt.



D. There will be a new network component created within the Drivers folder. By using right click on 
the network, use Views – Soft Yon IEC Manager for the following summary screen:

E. Right click the new network and select Views - Property Sheet. Modify the property  Serial Port  
Config, define the COM port parameters for the connection between the IEC and the Niagara station.



F. Modify the property C-Bus Address based on the existing CBUS addressing scheme. Be aware that 
the incorrect CBUS address selection will result in the loss of communication between all the CBUS 
devices on the CBUS trunk.

G. Serial Number, Name and C-Bus Name are the optional properties used for the identification only.

H. Normal Rate parameter is used when the driver is configured for Polling. The following formula 
must be used:

Maximum Number of Simultaneously Subscribed Polling Points / (2 x S), where 

S = 1, for CBUS speed 9.6 kBd
S = 2, for CBUS speed 19.2 kBd
S = 4, for CBUS speed 38.4 kBd
S = 8, or CBUS speed 76.8 kBd

I. Do not change the value of the parameter Enable. Leave this parameter as "False" and press 
"Save" to save the settings.

3.1.3 IEC Device

The IEC is designed in the Niagara Component Model as the Niagara Device. This creates the option 
for the IEC to be defined as the standard CBUS device.

After setting the CBUS name and address, go the the Property Sheet of the SoftYon Network (Serial 
or TCP) and change the parameters Enabled for both IEC and the network to "True". 
This  will  start  the  process  of  "Initilization"  that  can be  monitored in  the  Platform's  Application 
Director. The following messages should be observed to validate the correct configuration of the 
physical layer:

MESSAGE [13:46:09 27-Aug-12 EDT][softyon.driver] IEC IEC_1076 - initialization in progress
MESSAGE [13:46:16 27-Aug-12 EDT][softyon.driver] IEC IEC_1076 - successfully initialized

In case of incorrect configuration, the following message will appear in the Application Director:

ERROR  [13:46:10  27-Aug-12  EDT][softyon.driver]  SU13:  Ping  $312_013_ETH_1078  -  Error  on 
communication channel

3.1.4 IEC Device  - CBUS Baudrate Configuration

The IEC device that is  successfully connected to the CBUS trunk, is  acting like a regular CBUS 
device.  Therefore,  the  CBUS  Baudrate  parameter  must  match  with  the  other  CBUS  devices 
connected to the same trunk.

In order to configure the CBUS Baudrate, the "Action" menu on the IEC Device must be used with 
the option "Change CBUS".

After the speed is selected the hardware RESET button must be used on the IEC device, as per the 
Fig. 3.1.4.1.

The result of the properly defined CBUS Baudrate is the simultaneous flashing of both CBUS Rx and 
Tx LEDs on the IEC device.



Fig.3.1.4.1 IEC CBUS Baudrate Configuration



3.1.5 CBUS Option Card

3.1.5.1 Mounting

NOTE: Power to the Jace Controller must be OFF when installing or removing C-Bus 
Option Card or damage will occur.

C-Bus Option Card can be installed  in either of the available slots, but only one card 
can be installed per Jace. 

Procedure for the option card installation:

1.Power down the Jace

2.Remove the Jace cover

NOTE: Power to the Jace Controller must be OFF when installing or removing C-Bus 
Option Card or damage will occur! Also, be very careful to align the pins properly

3.Remove the battery and brackets assembly by taking out the four screws. Unplug 
the battery from the connector on the Jace base board.

4.Remove the cover plate for the slot in which you plan to install the card. 

5.Carefully insert the pins of the C-Bus Option Card into the socket of the appropriate 
slot. Check the pin alignment. 

6.Plug the battery cable into the connector on the Jace base board.

7.Set the battery and bracket assembly back over the option card slots, with the 
mounting holes aligned with the standoffs.

8.Place  the  four  screws  through  the  battery  bracket  and  the  end  plate  into  the 
standoffs on the Jace base board.

9.Replace the Jace cover



3.1.5.2 Wiring

Connect the C-Bus communication wiring to the 3-position connector of the option 
card. Because the option card has no bus terminator installed, it should be connected 
in the middle of the C-Bus.

Fig.3.1.5.2.1 CBUS Option Card wiring terminals

3.1.5.3 Firmware Update

Procedure for the option card firmware update:

1. Disable the SoftYonSerial Network
2. Set the jumpers 2 + 3 (yellow + red) ON
3. Press reset button
4. Reload firmware using FwLoader utility. 
5. Remove jumpers
6. Press reset button
7. Enable the SoftYon Serial Network

3.1.5.4 Configuration / Point Licensing Update

Procedure for the option card configuration update:
1. Disable the SoftYonSerial Network
2.Set the jumper 3 (yellow) ON
3. Press reset button
4. Reload the Configuration by using Niagara driver action Update Config
5. Remove jumper
6. Press reset button
7. Enable The SoftYon Serial Network



3.2 CBUS Devices and CBUS Data points as Niagara AX objects

3.2.1 CBUS Device as Niagara AX object

The  Honeywell  C-Bus  device  is  modeled  in  the  Niagara  component  model  as  a  Point  Device 
Extension. In order to add a C-Bus device, the following steps must be applied:

A. Double click on the SoftYonIecDevice to open the Soft Yon C-Bus Device Manager.

B. Click on the Discovery button to launch the autodiscovery of the online CBUS devices.

C. After the discovery process finishes, all the discovered CBUS devices will be listed in the discovery 
table

D. Use the standard Niagara AX Framework practises to add the device to the Station database. A 
properly defined CBUS address and the CBUS Name for the controllers must be used. The parameter 
"CBUS Device Type" is an optional field used to store some additional user info.

3.2.2 CBUS Data Point as Niagara AX object

CBUS Data Points can be added to the AX Station either manually or by using the discovery function 
of the driver. 

In order to AUTO DISCOVER the datapoints from the online CBUS controller, the following procedure 
should be used:

A. Double click the CBUS device and open the SoftYon Point Manager.

B. Press the Discover button. Use "Direct Discovery" in the pop-up window

C. As soon as the discovery process is completed, in the discovery pane select all points you wish to 
add to the Station database. Press the Add button and modify the Niagara pointtypes, in case the 
default mappings do not match the user's requirements. Press
OK to commit the selection into the Station database.

After several seconds,the driver starts to move all the points into the CoV mode and the point status 
will change from {stale} to {ok}. The speed of this process is about 2 points/second if the C-Bus 
speed is 9'600 baud.

When the online discovery is not the preferred option, a MANUAL IMPORT of the CBUS datapoints 
can be used. Each datapoint must have a unique name defined as 18 character case sensitive ASCII 
string.



The point discovery process reads a CSV (comma separated) UTF-8 file where each line is written as 
pair of the 2 entries: POINT_NAME, POINT_TYPE.

Example of a CSV file :

AHU1_HtgVlV, AI
AHU1_ClgVlV, AO
AHU1_SaTmpSp, AI

For point types use the shortcuts from the Fig.3.2.2.1.

Fig.3.2.2.1 CBUS datapoints mapping for Niagara AX

Global  points  and the points  STARTUP, SHUTDOWN and EXECUTING_STOPPED are automatically 
excluded by the discovery process, even if they are in the CSV file. Do not attempt to add these 
points manually, as it may cause the controller's application to fail.



When there is the current CARE database available, the CSV Import file can be created also by using 
the CARE Report Generator utility. Start the utility and choose Short Format option  Some additional  
editing may be required to compile the output in CSV file with the required formatting from above.

Fig.3.2.2.2 CARE Report Generator – Short Format



3.3 Native CBUS Alarm integration with Niagara AX

SoftYon CBUS AX driver allows a full integration between the native CBUS alarms and the Niagara 
AX.

3.3.1 Alarm Logs

For the logging and auditing purposes. Niagara AX History log can record all the native CBUS alarms 
with the similar mechanism as Honeywell MMI.
To enable the alarm logging, navigate to the component  Alarm Log, located under the  IEC Device. 
Change the Enabled property to "True" and optionally change the history table name. Then press the 
"Save" button. 
The new local history object appears in the stations history database.

Fig.3.3.1.1 Alarm Event log for CBUS device

Because the alarm time reported by XL5000 controller usually does not match the time when the 
alarm event has been inserted into the station history table, there are two timestamp columns 
logged in the alarm log.
Alarm timestamp reported by XL5000 controller is logged in the column  Event Timestamp.

Fig.3.3.1.2 AX Station with the native CBUS Alarm notifications

3.3.2 Point Alarms



For the direct integration of the native CBUS point alarms into Niagara AX Alarm Subsystem, SoftYon 
CBUS AX driver can utilize the InAlarmExtension for the integration with the AX Notification Class.
XL5000 controllers are sending every alarm to the C-Bus instantly. The SoftYon CBUS AX driver is  
monitoring the bus traffic for the following attributes: PointValue, PointMode and PointInAlarm.
When alarm occurs on a particular point, In Alarm parameter will indicate the Fault Status. Adding 
the InAlarmExtension to the Point definition will allow the exposure of the native CBUS Alarm Flag to 
the AX Alarm Notification Class. After adding new InAlarmExtension the alarm text from the XL5000 
controller, if exists, will be written as To Offnormal Text.
This mechanism allows to inherit the existing alarm definitions from the CBUS controller without any 
additional programming. 

Fig.3.3.2.1 InAlarmExtension added to the CBUS point

Additionally  SoftYon  CBUS AX  driver  provides  alternatives  to  the  standard  Niagara  alarm point 
extensions. All SoftYon driver alarm extensions:

InAlarmExtension,
OutOfRangeAlarmExt,
BooleanChangeOfStateAlarmExt,
BooleanCommandFailureAlarmExt

are working on the CBUS data points in the same way as the Niagara AlarmExt components but can 
be inserted using Program Batch Editor. This feature makes the alarm extension maintenance more 
easier.



3.4 Native CBUS Point attributes integration with Niagara AX

SoftYon CBUS AX driver supports reading and writing of most common C-Bus Point Attributes.
By the default datapoint definition, only attributes PointValue, PointMode and InAlarm values are 
reported continuously.

All  other CBUS point attributes are polled on demand. The driver provides methods for onetime 
reading and writing attributes and methods for attribute integration into the Niagara component 
model.

Fig.3.4.1 SoftYon AX driver – available CBUS Point attributes

For the occassional attribute polling, the SoftYon AX driver has a built in SoftYon Point Property 
Sheet as the default PxView on the C-Bus Control Point. It can be accessed by double clicking the 
control point.

Fig.3.4.2 SoftYon AX driver – Point Property Sheet

The Point Property Sheet displays current values of all point attributes. If an attribute is writable, it 
can be adjusted and directly saved into the CBUS controllery. If an attribute is not defined on the 
particular control point type, the field editor will be empty.



If the attribute value needs to be displayed or modified in a custom PxView or an attribute value 
shoud be integrated into a wire sheet,the attribute object from the driver palette must be added as 
the control point extension.

Properties of such an extension are Status Values, which can be wired with the other components in  
the station or placed in the custom view.
For example, the value of Accumulated Runtime should be added to the custom view, the attribute 
Accumulated Runtime in the driver palette should be selected  and added to the control point.

Fig.3.4.3 Attribute point extension added to the Control point

The property Refresh On Change must be changed to "True" for the attribute to be read from the 
controller when the point value chages. When the Refresh On Change parameter is set to "False",  
the parameter value will be read only during the Initialization of the driver.



3.5 Native CBUS Time Schedules integration with Niagara AX

The SoftYon CBUS AX driver  provides full  implementation of the XL5000 Local  Time Schedules. 
Native Daily, Weekly and Yearly XL5000 CBUS Schedules are supported. The driver provides a Time 
Program Manager implemented as Workbench PxView.

Important Note:
When SoftYon CBUS AX Driver and Honeywell station (XBS, SymmetrE, EBI) are connected to the 
CBUS in parallel, the platform that is  responsible for the Time Schedules management must be 
assigned carefully.  To manipulate the Time Schedules in parallel  must not be allowed to all  the 
platforms rather a single platform must be selected. SoftYon CBUS AX Driver is designed to disable 
the Time Schedules management by default.
3.5.1 Configuration of the Time Schedules

Time Schedules are normaly disabled. To enable time schedules, navigate to the component "Time 
Programs" located under the C-Bus Device. In the property sheet change the  Enabled property to 
"True" and press the "Save" button.

In the next step is to synchronize the schedule definitions between the XL5000 controller and the 
driver. To do it manually use the action "Synchronize" on the Time Program component. The Trigger 
property allows to automate the synchronization process. 
There  is  a  unique  identifier  in  every  XL5000  controller  that  determines  a  change  of  the  local 
schedule.  The trigger checks the UID in the controller  and when the UID is  changed,  the time 
schedule definitions are synchronized.

Fig.3.5.1.1 Native CBUS Time Schedules – Enable and Synchronization on Trigger

Only Daily and Weekly Schedule definitions are synchronized. Yearly Schedules are always fetched 
directly from the XL5000 controller. The action "Synchronize" on the Time Program component starts 
the synchronization process even if there are no differences between the schedule definitions in the 
driver and in the XL5000 controller. The action "Fire Trigger" on the Triggerc omponent first checks 
the UID and starts the synchronization process only if there is any difference between the schedule 
definitions in the driver and in the XL5000 controller.



3.5.2 Time Program Manager

SoftYon AX CBUS driver provides a customized set of PxViews for time program editing. 

Fig.3.5.2.1  Daily Schedule View

For example the figure Fig.3.5.2.1, “Daily Schedule View”shows the Daily Schedule Editor View, 
which is the default view on Daily Schedule component in the navigation tree. This view can be used 
to  insert,  update  or  delete  daily  schedules  in  the  XL5000  controller.  When  the  modification  is 
completed, the changes in the controller are executed in the background task.



Additionaly  the  driver  provides  more  complex  Time  Program Managerview attached  to  the  IEC 
Device and the C-Bus Device objects. Time Program manager is all-in-one PxView component with 
it's  own navigation tree and editor panes. To place the Time Program Manager on your custom 
PxView, follow this procedure:

A. Create a new PxView

B. Drag the IEC Device or the C-Bus Device component from the navigation tree on your new 
PxView.

C. In the "Make Widget" dialog select "Workbench View" and SoftYon Time Program Manager.

D. Press OK. Change the widget size to match your needs.

Fig.3.5.2.2  PxView implementation of the DailySchedule



3.6 Features and Tuning Tips

3.6.1 IEC Monitor

The key component responsible for the communication between the driver and the IEC is the IEC 
Monitor. The monitor polls the IEC for new data with a short period, default 2 seconds. The period is 
defined in the property "Poll Frequency".
During the troublehooting process, the diagnostic capture can be initiated by starting the protocol 
trace. To start the trace, the property "IO Trace" must be set to "True". The stream of the driver's 
diagnostic data will be injected into the standard station log. The driver collects statistical data about 
sent and received messages.
IEC  Monitor  collects  all  the  information  about  the  number  of  messages  and  the  average 
communication rate (messages per second). This can help you to tune the driver (see Fig. 3.6.1.1.).

Fig. 3.6.1.1. IEC Monitor Property Sheet

Below is the detailed description of each property to allow the tuning of the driver:
IEC Monitor – Property Description

Total Read Write Attributes Number of messages sent to the C-Bus to read or write 
point  attributes.  This  number  increases  when  control 
points are running in Polling mode

Total Write Values Number of messages sent to the C-Bus to write a point 
value.  Note  that  the  write  value  operation  generates 
additional read/write attribute messages which are logged 
in the property Total Read Write Attributes 

Total Value Changes Number of Change Of Value messages received from the 
C-Bus.  This  number  increases  when  control  points  are 
running in Auto mode

Total Refresh Requests Number of messages sent to move the point into InRefresh 
(CoV) mode or to remove the point from InRefresh (CoV) 
mode

Total Read Write Time Programs Number of messages associated with reading/writing time 
schedules

Total Read Alarms Number of messages associated with reading alarm data

Total Others Number of other messages that do not match any of the 



above categories.

In order to reset all the statistics counter, use IEC Monitor action "Reset Statistics"
3.6.2. Point Communication Modes

SoftYon AX CBUS driver is using 2 communication modes to comply with the CBUS protocol. The 
basic diagram for the CBUS data exchange between the driver and the CBUC controller is shown on 
Fig. 3.6.2.1

Fig. 3.6.2.1 Niagara AX Poll Flow Diagram

Below is the description of both communication modes:

Communication Mode Description

AUTO When  a  control  point  is  subscribed  in  Niagara,  the 
InRefresh mode, sometimes called Change Of Value (CoV) 
mode,  is  activated in  the  XL5000 controller.  Only  value 
changes are reported to the IEC.

POLLING When a control point is subscribed, the driver periodically 
polls the XL5000 controller for point the value. The slow, 
normal and fast polling periods are defined in the Network 
Poll  Scheduler.  This  mode is  known from other  Niagara 
drivers.

For points in the Auto mode, individual Refresh Rate statistics are collected. When the number of 
value changes exceeds  a predefined threshold,  the communication mode changes from Auto to 
Polling. This behavior is similar to the Auto tuning option in the Honeywell stations. To move the 
mode back into Auto, the property Communication Mode in the Point Proxy Extension as per the Fig. 
3.6.2.2.



Fig. 3.6.2.2 Communication Properties

SoftYon AX CBUS Driver has a built in mechanism to monitor each point polling frequency when the 
point is in the Change Of Value (AUTO) mode. When the point is refreshing to often as a result of the 
Trend Hysteresis being set to a small value (see recommended values in Fig. 3.6.2.3), the driver will 
prevent the bus overload and it will  move the point from AUTO mode to the Polling Mode. The 
treshold value for the AUTO to Polling switchover is adjustable within the Tuning Policies of the 
driver. By default, Auto Tuning Rate is set to 10 reports per minute as the adjustable value (Fig. 
3.6.2.4)

Fig. 3.6.2.3 Recommended values of the Trend Hysteresis for Analog Point Types

Space Return Air Mixed Air Discharge Air Outside Air Chilled Water Hot Water Cond. Water
Temperature (°F or °C) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0.5

Pressure
inches of water 0.01 0.1 0.1
PSI 0.5 0.5

Humidity 2 2 5 2 2

Volumetric Flow 5% of setpoint 2% of setpoint 2% of setpoint 2% of setpoint 2% of setpoint 2% of setpoint

All types
Outputs 5% of range



Fig. 3.6.2.4 Default Tuning Policy – Auto Tuning Rate

The driver allows the operator to monitor the active Communication Mode and the actual Refresh 
Rate  within the SoftYon Point Manager. Use the Fig. 3.6.2.5 to enable the column and add the 
parameters to the SoftYon Point manager View.

Fig. 3.6.2.5 Driver Point Columns – Comm Mode and Refresh Rate added to the View



3.6.3.  Niagara  AX  Framework  Point  subscription  and  CBUS  protocol 
datapoint exchange

SoftYon  AX  CBUS driver  is  integrated  into  the  Niagara  AX  Framework subscription  mechanism. 
Regardless of the communication mode, the driver communicates with the XL5000 controller only 
when the control point is subscribed in Niagara.AX Framework.

For control points in Auto mode, the InRefresh (CoV)mode in the XL5000 controller is activated and 
the controller starts to report values by exception. Each CoV message contains information about 
PointValue, PointMode and InAlarm status.

The Niagara Point subscription lifecycle is shown on Fig. 3.6.3.1.

Fig. 3.6.3.1 Niagara Point Lifecycle

When a control point is unsubscribed in Niagara, the communication between the XL5000 controller 
and the driver stops. There is an important difference between control points running in Auto mode 
and in Polling mode. Polling stops immediately. 

Because removing point from the InRefresh (CoV) mode is a time consuming transaction, there is a 
small time delay when the XL5000 controller is allowed to continue to send the changes. This saves 
a lot of traffic on the C-Bus if the user leaves a view and returns back after a short time. The delay  
is defined in the Tuning Policy in the property In Refresh Unsubscribe Delay(default 1 minute). If 
this time period elapses, the control point is flagged as candidate for removal from InRefresh (CoV) 
mode. A flagged control point is removed from InRefresh (CoV) mode in the XL5000 controller only 
after the next CoV messsage has been received by Niagara. This algorithm generates less traffic on 
the C-Bus because the points are removed from InRefresh (CoV) mode step by step depending on 
their activity. Inactive points (typically digital points) even remain in the InRefresh (CoV) mode for a 
very long time without any impact on the C-Bus traffic.

For points in Polling mode, the driver periodically reads the attributes PointValue, PointMode and 
InAlarm. The polling period is defined in Network Poll Scheduler.

For easier poll rate maintenance the Poll Scheduler rate properties are accessible in the Soft Yon IEC 



Manager View. The View can be accesses by double clicking the Network component. A properly 
defined rates must be defined based on the following formula:

Maximum Number of Simultaneously Subscribed Polling Points / (2 x S), where 

S = 1, for CBUS speed 9.6 kBd
S = 2, for CBUS speed 19.2 kBd
S = 4, for CBUS speed 38.4 kBd
S = 8, or CBUS speed 76.8 kBd
Eventough this calculation only applies for the Polling mode, it is important to consider that any 
point can be moved to Polling Mode in case of high Refresh Rate within the CoV subscription

It is highly recommended to use multiple Tuning Policies for the predefined point groups. This will  
allow to control the communication mode globally by a separate Tuning Policies parameters.

The  following  table  indicates  how the  Communication  Mode  is  determined  based  on  the  mode 
created within the Point Extension and the Tuning policy:

Data Point Comm Mode Tuning Policy Comm Mode Actual Communication Mode

Auto Auto Auto

Polling Auto Polling

Polling or Auto Polling Polling



3.6.4. Tuning Policies

Tuning Policy is now the main tool for C-Bus load tuning. The driver provides a customized version of 
the Tuning Policy component. The number of Tuning Policies is not limited.

Fig. 3.6.4.1 Multiple Tuning Policies

The properties Min Write Time, Max Write Time, Write On Start, Write On Up and Write On 
Enabled are  described in  the  original  Niagara  documentation.  The  property  Stale Time has  a 
slightly  different  scope in  the  driver  as  it  only  applies  to  points  in  the  Polling  mode.  All  other 
properties listed in the following table are CBUS specific.

Tuning Policy Property Description

Stale Time This property applies only to points in Polling mode.

If  set  to  a  non-zero  value,  control  points  become  {stale}  if  the 
configured time elapses without a successful read, indicated by Read 
Status {ok}. 

If set to zero, the stale timer is disabled, and control points become 
stale immediately when unsubscribed. Default: 0 (zero)



In Refresh Unsubscribe Delay This property applies only to points in Auto mode

If  the  configured  time  elapses  after  the  control  point  has  been 
unsubscribed, the control point is flagged as Ready for removal from 
InRefresh mode. The message Remove Point From InRefresh Mode will 
be  sent  to  the  XL5000  controller  when  the  first  CoV  message  is 
received for flagged control point.
When the point in the XL5000 controller is removed from InRefresh 
(CoV) mode, the control point state becomes {stale} 

Default: 1 minute

In Refresh Update Time This property applies only to points in Auto mode. 

If the time elapses and no CoV message has been received from the 
XL5000 for the control point, the message Set Point Into InRefresh 
Mode will be sent to the XL5000 controller. 
Every CoV message resets the counter to zero.

Default: 1 hour

Communication Mode This property applies for all points.

If set to Polling, all control points will move to Polling mode. 
If  set  to  Auto,  all  control  points  will  move  to  their  individual 
communication mode settings. 

Default: Auto

Auto Tuning Rate This property applies only to points in Auto mode

It  specifies  the  threshold  in  messages  per  minute  when  the  point 
moves from Auto mode into the Polling mode.

Default: 10 messages per minute



4. Appendixes

4.1 SoftYon  AX CBUS in parallel with Honeywell EBI/XBS

Below is  the diagram for  the  Niagara  AX implementation  when the  SoftYon AX CBUS driver  is 
running in parallel with the Honeywell Centrals like EBI, Symmetre or XBS.



4.2  Recommended  CBUS  point  count  capacities  for  a  single 
trunk (max 29 devices )

4.2.1 Recommended CBUS protocol point count estimate 

4.2.2 CBUS protocol traffic estimate for a single trunk (max 29 devices )

 



4.3 IEC Firmware Downloader

For the IEC lifecycle management, there is a special utility "FWLoader" available to connect directly 
to the IEC Console Serial port. The DB9 Console Serial port is available on the main board, when the 
top cover of the IEC is removed as per Fig.4.3.1.

Fig. 4.3.1. IEC Console Serial port on the main IEC board

FW Loader utility and the binary firmware files can be downloaded from the Support website.

Steps to reload the IEC firmware:

A. Unplug the C-Bus and stop the SoftYon AX CBUS driver(Network enable => false).

B. Remove the top cover of IEC 

C. Turn on DIP number 1 and DIP number 3 and turn off DIP number 2 (see Fig.4.3.2) the 
yellow and red led must light on

Fig. 4.3.2 DIP Switches position for the IEC Firmware download

D. Connect IEC (using Console Port) and PC via RS232 serial cable (null modem DB9cable)

E. Push the reset button to enter the Bootstrap Mode 

F. Set correct Serial COM port that you use for connection to IEC 

G. Open the firmware file CbusXXX.ebn 



H. Click on the Update button.

I. Turn off DIP number 1 and DIP number 3 and turn on DIP number 2

J. Push the reset button to return back into Run Mode

K. Start SoftYon AX CBUS driver (Network enable => true) and connect the CBUS wiring back to the 
preassigned terminals (A,B)

L. Verify the firmware version on the IEC Device Property Sheet 


